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REMUNERATION,
EXPENSES AND
PROPORTIONALITY
The courts are increasingly focussing on
considerations of proportionality when reviewing
claims for remuneration and expenses.

SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH

n this article I will discuss how the

Some decisions over the past

concept of proportionality has been

year highlight a continuing disquiet

AUSTRALIA

applied by Courts across Australia

in the courts with the practitioners

Kourakis CJ delivered judgment in

including the recent appeal decision of

simply expecting to recover their

December 2014 in Viscariello v Macks. 4

the Federal Court of Australia which

remuneration using time based

extensively considered and explained

costing and the increased importance

pursing the 'romantic partner' of the

the correct application of the concept.

of proportionality when assessing the

director Viscariello. His Honour was

reasonableness of that remuneration.

concerned that the costs and expenses

STOCKFORD REVISITED
Finkelstein J highlighted issues
surrounding remuneration in his
2004 Judgment Korda, In the Matter of

Stock ford Limited [Subject To Deed of
Company Arrangement]) He discussed
some of the vexed issues that concern
the fees of insolvency practitioners,
particularly registered liquidators,

The liquidator had incurred costs in

Finkelstein J also stressed that

incurred by the liquidator were out of

an insolvency practitioner stands in a

all proportion to the amount claimed

fiduciary relationship with creditors

and were diminishing the potential

and highlighted the obligation for him

funds available to creditors. His

to negotiate fees with both solicitors

Honour observed:

and counsel and to closely monitor the

In the absence of proportionality, a

fees as they are incurred.

liquidation may generate litigation

Several decisions have also

which is not in the company's interests

questioned the legal fees incurred

but served instead the financial

by the insolvency practitioners and,

interests of the company's professional

Australia, that there is overcharging

in Victoria and New South Wales

advisors. That is contrary to the

and that overcharging is rife'. 2

the Legal Profession Uniform Law

interests of the company's creditors

Application Act (Legal Profession Act),

and the public more generally.. 5

receivers and administrators. There
is wide-spread belief, not confined to

His Honour noted the extensive
criticism of time based costing but

now imposes a requirement that a

recognised the courts have endorsed

law practice must charge costs that

His Honour also noted that it was

this approach for so long a time that

are 'proportionately and reasonably

significant that the lawyers for the

it is now impossible to reverse the

incurred' and 'proportionate and

liquidator were not acting on 'spec'

trend'. 3

reasonable in amount'.

because they had expressed the

1 120041 FCA 1582.2 Ibid (21.3 'bid (421.4 (20141 SASC 189.5 Ibid (7211.
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view that the litigation did not have

is to be considered in the context

SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA

sufficient prospects of a successful

of other factors, including the risk

Gardiner AsJ in Re Gunns Plantations

recovery.

assumed, the value generated and

Limited [in liquidation] [Receivers

proportionality','

and Managers Appointed] 13 [Gunns)

This decision is however an
extreme example because his Honour

Justice Brereton then proceeded

considered an application for approval

proceeded to find that the liquidator

to 'give considerable weight to the

of remuneration by the liquidators

had not acted bona fide in the interests

circumstances that the value of the

for the Gunns Managed Investment

of the company because his personal

assets realised was $180,000 of which

Schemes.

interests had become 'a substantial

$104,000 was already in hand when

The only opposition was from a

and actuating reason for maintaining

the liquidators were appointed; and

self-represented grower who had

proceedings that were so obviously not

that after disbursements and costs

owned a number of wood lots. He

in the interests of the company's."'

of this application, only $102,298

asserted among other things that the

remained to satisfy a commission and

liquidator's professional fees were

The liquidator was found to have
breached the duties imposed on him
by section 180, 181 and 182 of the
Corporations Act 2001 (MI (Act).

unreasonable and the hourly rates

pay dividend'Y
His Honour did not consider this

were too high.
His Honour noted, with approvat,

to be proportionate and proceeded
to fix the remuneration at 20 percent

the liquidator's reasons for submitting

SUPREME COURT OF NSW

of the assets realised and made the

that time based hourly rates were the

In AAA Financial Intelligence Limited'

observation:

Brereton J assessed the 'reasonable
and proper costs and expenses' which
liquidators were entitled to claim from
trust assets under their control,
His Honour was critical of the

most appropriate methodology for

In smaller liquidations, liquidators
cannot expect to be rewarded for their

charging:
• it allowed for the remuneration to
be allocated to one or more of the

time at the same hourly rate as might

18 registered managed investment

be justifiable where more property is

schemes to which they were

available. 1 °

liquidators for paying invoices raised
by their solicitors which he observed
'provide no detail at all of the work
done or the charge rates'.
His Honour made reference to
the observations of Finkelstein
in Stockford. He accepted that legal
advice was required but was only
prepared to allow the liquidators to
claim reimbursement from the trust
funds of half the amount paid to the
lawyers as the lack of detail on the

appointed;
• the liquidators were required to

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

perform a number of tasks which

The approach of Brereton _I can

did not relate to the realisation of

be contrasted with that of Master

assets and therefore a percentage

Sanderson in February 2015 in Re

or contingency fee was not

Strickland [as liquidators of PNP
Pacific Pty Ltd]." Sanderson M

appropriate; and
• the liquidators were unable to

observed when considering whether

accurately predict the level of fees

or not the remuneration claimed

that would be required due to the

by the liquidator was prima facie

complexity of the insolvency and

reasonable:

therefore a fixed fee could not be

invoices meant that the court could

I was satisfied, prima facie, the

not scrutinise the invoices and form an

charges claimed were justified.

His Honour accepted that the Gunns

assessment of their reasonableness.

It is difficult to see how in any

administration was 'a most complex

circumstance a different conclusion

insolvency administration, certainly

liquidator's remuneration and

could ever be reached. All a liquidator

well above the run of the mill

concluded that it is wrong to assess

can ever do is set out in broad detail

administration or liquidation'. 14

'reasonable remuneration' by

what was done in the course of

reference only to time reasonably

the liquidation and the hourly rate

considerable detail the various

His Honour then looked at the

determined.

The evidence set out in

spent at standard rates. He observed

charged. There is no way I could, by

activities conducted by the liquidators

that while time 'is a relevant

looking at the broad description of the

and how in relation to each activity,

consideration, it is only one of several,

work done by [the liquidator) and his

they had apportioned their costs

should not be regarded as the default

hourly rate, assess whether or not the

across the numerous schemes

position or the dominant factor, and

charge is reasonable.'

on which they had been working.
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